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Responsive polymer-based materials (or smart materials) have found numerous uses over the years due to their ease of synthesis and various responsivities/functions. Of them, stimuli-responsive hydrogel particles (microgels) have generated a lot of interest, and have been used for a number of applications, most importantly for this submission is their use as components of photonic materials. In this review, we highlight a few key examples of the use of stimuli-responsive materials for sensing applications, with a particular focus on our work with microgel-based etalons.

1. Introduction

Stimuli-responsive polymers have the ability to respond physically and/or chemically to changes in their environment.1–3 These changes (or stimuli) can be pH, temperature, ionic strength, light, electric or magnetic field.4–6 Ideally, the polymer response should be fully reversible upon the removal of the stimulus. While there are a number of polymers that respond to a variety of stimuli, thermoresponsive poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (pNIPAm) is one of the most completely studied and well understood.7–9 pNIPAm is fully water soluble at \( T < 32 \text{ }^\circ \text{C} \), existing as a random coil; pNIPAm transitions to a collapsed, “water insoluble” globule when the water is heated >32 \( ^\circ \text{C} \).10–11 This transition is fully reversible over many cycles.12–14 The conformational change is also accompanied by water exchange process. That is, when pNIPAm undergoes the coil to globule transition, water is expelled, while water is “sorbed” when the polymer undergoes the opposite process.

Hydrogels, which are water swollen polymer networks, can be readily synthesized.15–17 Additionally, hydrogel particles can be generated, and can be made to have diameters ranging from tens of nanometers to several micrometers; this depends on the synthetic conditions.12,14,18–22 Hydrogel particles are referred to as nanogels or microgels depending on their diameter; typically nanogels have diameters <100 nm, while microgels have larger diameters. Stimuli responsive microgels/nanogels have emerged as important moieties for sensing,23–25 chemical separation,26–27 and drug delivery.26–30 Microgels/nanogels that are responsive to temperature,12,14,20,31 pH,32,33 magnetic field,44,45 electric field,46 metal,47–49 small molecules,50–52 and ionic strength43 have been synthesized. Additionally, individual nanogels/microgels can be made responsive to multiple stimuli by simply adding monomers that yield the desired combined response/chemical functionality during the time of synthesis. For example, it has been shown that pNIPAm microgels can be made pH responsive by adding, e.g., acrylic acid (AAc),\(^{36}\) 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate,\(^{44}\) N-[3-(dimethylamino)propyl]-methacrylamide\(^{45}\) and 3-(acrylamido)phenylboronic acid.\(^{46}\) Interestingly, the resultant microgels maintain the thermoresponsivity of the pNIPAm, with the additional responsivity of the comonomer, rendering the microgels multiresponsive.

As mentioned above, stimuli responsive hydrogels/microgels have been used for a variety of applications; among those applications, their use as optical sensors is most important for the current submission. One early example of the use of hydrogels for optical sensing was presented by Asher and coworkers, and involved entrapping a colloidal crystal in a responsive hydrogel network.47–49 Specifically, they showed that colloidal particles that exhibited long-range order (a colloidal crystal) could be held into place, and their structure retained, by polymerizing hydrogels of various compositions in the interstices between the colloids. The materials exhibited bright color, which depended on the colloidal crystal’s lattice spacing, which could be tuned by the hydrogel solvation state. This behavior is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The Asher group demonstrated in many publications that their materials could be used to detect a variety of analytes, including metal ions and a variety of other small molecules including humidity and ammonia,\(^{50}\) surfactant,\(^{51}\) glucose,\(^{52}\) organophosphates,\(^{53}\) and ethanol.\(^{54}\) In one specific example, Asher and coworkers\(^{55}\) prepared a novel protein-based hydrogel photonic crystal, which acts as a coulometer (shown in Fig. 2), whose volume is very sensitive to the net charge on the protein-based structure, which can be related to analyte binding. The resulting volume changes shift the diffraction of a two dimensional (2D) array attached to the protein hydrogel surface. The Asher group showed that the charged state of the hydrogel could be related to the presence (and concentration) of the analytes salicylate, ibuprofen and picosulfate.
There are many other recent examples in the literature describing a wide variety of responsive photonic materials systems for sensing applications. In one example, Wang and co-workers developed a polyacrylamide (PAAm) hydrogel-based photonic material that exhibited specific visual colors at various humidity. In another example, Hamad and MacLachlan reported a novel photonic material prepared with nanocrystalline cellulose, which can undergo rapid and reversible changes in color upon swelling or pressing, and potentially can be applied to biosensing, unique responsive optics and so on. Finally, in another example, Hayward and coworkers proposed a method to develop a one dimensional (1D) photonic multilayer colorimetric sensor based on photo-crosslinkable copolymer films. The photonic material was created by sequentially depositing layers of high- and low-refractive index photo-crosslinkable copolymers on a substrate, like glass slides. The system offers great flexibility for tailoring the optical properties by depositing polymers that exhibit specific responsivities, for example, to generate electric field responsive multilayers a conductive copolymer could be used.

Many reviews have been written that highlight the multiple ways photonic materials can be used as optical sensors, and will not be rehashed here. The remaining manuscript will be devoted to describing pNIPAm microgel-based etalons. Photonic materials fabricated by a number of groups have refractive index order periodicity in 1, 2, and 3 dimensions (1D, 2D, and 3D, respectively). Materials used for constructing these kinds of structures could be nanoparticles, polymer beads, hydrogels and so on. In our previous studies and reviews, we introduced the basic etalon concept and how we constructed pNIPAm microgel-based 1D photonic material structures. In this submission, we review our recent work with this optical device.

2. Microgel-based etalons

The Serpe Group developed pNIPAm microgel-based photonic materials (etalons) and has extensively investigated their optical

![Fig. 1](https://example.com/fig1.png) (a) Visible extinction spectra of a hydrogel based Pb²⁺ sensor at various concentrations of Pb(CH₃COO) and (b) spectra showing how diffraction depends on the glucose concentration. Reprinted with permission from ref. 47, Copyright 1997, Nature publication.

![Fig. 2](https://example.com/fig2.png) The binding of charged species to a protein hydrogel gives rise to Donnan potentials that change the hydrogel volume causing shifts in the lattice spacing and the subsequent diffraction. Reprinted with permission from ref. 55, Copyright 2014, American Chemistry Society.

![Fig. 3](https://example.com/fig3.png) Structure of microgel-based etalons.
properties and behavior. Furthermore, many investigations were undertaken and we have many published examples demonstrating their utility as chemical/biological sensors. 42,70–74 Microgel-based etalons have a very simple structure, which are composed of two reflective, semitransparent surfaces (typically metal) sandwiching a microgel layer. The standard structure of etalons fabricated in our lab 64,73,75–78 is shown schematically shown in Fig. 3. These devices contain two thin Au layers sandwiching a “monolithic” monolayer of microgels all supported on a glass substrate. This structure allows light to enter the dielectric cavity and resonate between the two reflective layers. This resonating light yields constructive and destructive interference, allowing certain wavelengths of light to be reflected. The wavelength of the reflected light can be calculated using eqn (1):

$$\lambda m = 2nd \cos \theta$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where the specific wavelength maximum of the peak ($\lambda$) depends on the peak order ($m$), refractive index of the dielectric ($n$) and the spacing between the mirrors ($d$), as well as the angle of incidence ($\theta$). In our etalons, Au and pNIPAm-based microgels serve as the mirrors and the dielectric layer, respectively.
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**Fig. 4** The ‘paint-on’ protocol developed for microgel-based etalon fabrication. Reprinted with permission from ref. 80, Copyright 2012, American Chemistry Society.
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**Fig. 5** Microgel-based etalon’s response to an external stimulus, which yields a shift in the peaks of the reflectance spectrum.
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**Fig. 6** Stimuli that are able to yield an optical response from a microgel-based etalon.
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**Fig. 7** (a) Schematic showing the synthesis of pNIPAm-co-AAc microgels, that yield pH responsive etalons. (b) Temperature responsivity of pNIPAm-co-AAc microgel-based etalons at different pH values. (c) Maple leaf pattern composed of pNIPAm-co-AAc microgels change color when the solution pH is varied from pH 3.0 and (right) 6.5. Reproduced with permission from ref. 73, Copyright 2014, Royal Society of Chemistry.
Fig. 8  Light responsive etalons. The structure of azobenzene can be switched by exposure to light. Specifically, UV exposure causes the azobenzene to transition to the cis conformation, which is fully reversible back to the trans conformation. This behavior led to microgel solvation state changes, and a change in the optical properties of the etalons. Reproduced with permission from ref. 84, Copyright 2014, Royal Society of Chemistry.

Fig. 9  (a) Schematic depiction of the photoacid generation process upon exposure to UV light, and a pH responsive etalon that changes color upon acid generation. (b) The dependence of the device reflectance spectrum at different pH values that were changed by UV exposure. (c) Photographs of patterned etalons (maple leaf is pH responsive) after the indicated irradiation times. Reproduced with permission from ref. 83, Copyright 2014, Royal Society of Chemistry.
2.1. Fabrication of microgel-based etalons

pNIPAm microgel-based etalons were fabricated by thermally evaporating layers of 2 nm Cr and 15 nm Au on a glass substrate (other substrates can and have been used). Following this step, pNIPAm-based microgels were coated on the Au layer using our developed “painting” technique, which is shown in schematically Fig. 4. To accomplish this, a 40 μl aliquot of concentrated microgels was deposited onto a Au substrate at 30 °C and spread toward each edge using the side of a micropipette tip until the microgels covered the entire Au substrate. The spreading continued until the microgel solution was too viscous to spread over the surface. At that point, the microgels were allowed to dry completely on the substrate for 2 h at 35 °C. After 2 h, the dry film was rinsed with copious amounts of deionized (DI) water and soaked in DI water overnight to remove microgels not bound directly to the Au. This method yields an extremely uniform monolithic monolayer of microgels, on which an additional 2 nm Cr and 15 nm Au were deposited on the microgel layer. The spreading protocol can be applied to coat microgels with a variety of functionalities on substrates composed of a variety of metals. Using this approach, we also showed that pNIPAm microgel-based etalons could be generated from various metals, including Al, Cu, Ni, and Ti.

2.2. Optical properties of microgel-based etalons

Reflectance spectroscopy, as well as visual color, was used to investigate the optical properties and responsivity of the microgel-based etalons. Fig. 5 shows a typical reflectance spectrum from our devices. As can be seen, the spectrum exhibits multiple peaks, positioned at specific wavelengths, which are defined primarily by the thickness of the pNIPAm microgel-based layer (the microgel layer refractive index does play a small role). Most interesting is the ability of the peaks to shift to different wavelengths as a stimulus is applied to the etalon. The most basic response of our devices is to temperature. At high temperature, the pNIPAm microgel-based layer collapses, which brings the etalon’s metal layers close to one another. This necessarily shifts the position of the reflectance peaks to lower wavelengths, according to eqn (1). In our previous studies, we prepared numerous stimuli responsive microgel-based etalon devices, and studied their behavior. These include devices responsive to: pH, light, electrical fields, glucose, DNA, protein, macromolecules and so on as shown in Fig. 6. Some of these applications will be detailed in the next section.

3. Applications

3.1. pH sensing

As pointed out above, color tunable microgel-based etalons can change their optical properties in response to a wide variety of stimuli. These responses have lead to many sensing applications. In one early study,75,77 we demonstrated that the etalons could be made responsive to solution pH by incorporation of weak acids/bases into the microgel structure via copolymerization during the time of microgel synthesis. Acrylic acid is commonly used in our lab, which exhibits a pK_a of ~4.25. As a...
result, the microgels become negatively charged, and swell at pH > $\text{pK}_a$, leading to a concomitant change in the etalon's optical properties. Specifically, the microgel swelling leads to an increase in the Au–Au spacing, yielding a red shift in the device's reflectance peaks. We showed that the optical properties of spatially isolated regions of our etalon device can be changed independently in response to temperature and pH, as shown in Fig. 7. In another example, we showed that a patterned region of an etalon could be optically switched by changes in solution pH. Fig. 7 shows an example of a maple leaf that was composed of pH responsive pNIPAm-co-AAc microgels, while the surrounding etalon was composed of non-pH responsive pNIPAm microgels. After immersing this etalon device into different pH solutions, pH 3.0 and pH 6.5, the maple leaf color was dramatically switched independent of the surrounding etalon. This behavior shows the sensitivity of etalons to solution pH changes and demonstrates its use as a pH sensor.

3.2. Display devices

Light responsive etalons were also prepared by fabricating etalons with azobenzene crosslinked microgels. Fig. 8 shows that ultraviolet (UV) light could be used to induce a cis–trans isomerization of the azobenzene molecule that is crosslinking the microgels, resulting in a change in the etalon's optical properties. Etalon-based systems were also prepared that are capable of changing their optical properties in response to light by employing a photoacid combined with pH responsive microgels. Specifically, a photoacid is a molecule that is capable of generating protons when exposed to UV irradiation, which can decrease the pH of a solution. Fig. 9 shows the relationship
between UV irradiation times, pH change and wavelength shift that also yields a visible color change – these results were achieved using the photoacid o-nitrobenzaldehyde (o-NBA). The color of this device could be visibly changed in less than 3 min. Light responsivity can easily be initiated/stopped by simply switching the excitation source on/off, while the magnitude of the response can be tuned by modulating the excitation source intensity, and/or wavelength.

We also showed that etalons could be made responsive to the application of electric fields, as shown in Fig. 10. In this study, by applying a certain voltage (~3 V), a pH responsive etalon could exhibit visible and reversible color change. This is due to the electrical potential hydrolyzing the water of the electrolyte solution, which subsequently changes its pH. Hence, if pH responsive etalons are exposed to this system, the etalon optical properties will likewise depend on applied electrical potential. We show that the etalon’s optical properties (color) are stable for many hours, until an appropriate potential is applied to bring the solution pH back to its initial value. In this example, we constructed an etalon with a maple leaf pattern that was pH responsive – the color of the maple leaf changed when an electrical potential was applied, and was reversible over many cycles.

3.3. Glucose sensing

Glucose sensitive microgels were also synthesized by modification of the microgels with aminophenylboronic acid (APBA). APBA-functionalized pNIPAm-based microgels have been shown to change solvation state in a manner that depended on glucose concentration. Specifically, they swell in the presence of glucose, as shown schematically in Fig. 11(a). Therefore, fabrication of etalons from these microgels should yield a material that changes color in response to glucose addition. As shown in
The protocol used for indirectly sensing target DNA (TDNA), by sensing probe DNA (PDNA). An excess amount of PDNA is exposed to a solution containing TDNA and DNA with a completely mismatched sequence (CMMDNA), and DNA with four (4BPMMDNA) and two base mismatches (2BPMMDNA). The PDNA binds the TDNA completely, leaving behind excess, unbound PDNA in solution. Magnetic microparticles (MMPDNA) that are functionalized with the complete complement to PDNA are added to the solution to capture the excess PDNA. In this case, a large spectral shift from the etalon corresponds to a large excess of PDNA, which means a low concentration of TDNA was present in the initial solution. The opposite is true as well—a low concentration of PDNA left in solution yields a small spectral shift from the device, meaning there was a large amount of TDNA present in the initial solution. This illustrates the strength of the current system—low concentrations of TDNA yield large spectral shifts making the device more sensitive to low DNA concentrations. Reprinted with permission from ref. 86, Copyright 2014, Springer.

The various responses expected from TPL-modified microgels. The TPL structure is shown on the top right. Reprinted with permission from ref. 89, Copyright 2014, WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.
Fig. 11(b) and (c), there is a significant spectral red-shift (~134 nm) in the presence of 3 mg mL\(^{-1}\) solution of glucose (pH 9 carbonate buffer) and the majority of the spectral shift occurs within 30 minutes of glucose introduction, therefore yielding a visible color change. This result allowed us to conclude that etalons could potentially be used for detecting and quantifying biologically relevant molecules as well for biosensing purpose.

3.4. Macromolecule sensing

To move our technology forward, we showed that etalons could be used for sensing macromolecules,\(^{72,88}\) proteins\(^{70,71}\) and DNA.\(^{86,87}\) The protein sensing protocol is shown in Fig. 12. Initially, we established that the poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH)-biotin could penetrate the etalon and crosslink the microgel layer leading to a detectable spectral shift. Once this was established, we showed that this approach could be used for detecting streptavidin, as can be seen in Fig. 13(a).\(^{70,71}\) We found that the extent of the etalon’s reflectance peak shift was linearly dependent on streptavidin concentration, over the range investigated. One unique feature of our devices is their ability to exhibit large responses to low analyte concentrations, which is opposite of most other analytical techniques that yield small responses in the presence of low analyte concentrations. Utilizing a similar approach, we also showed that etalons were able to detect specific DNA sequences in solutions.\(^{86,87}\) The sensing procedure as can be seen in Fig. 14, micromolar concentrations of target DNA in solutions containing two and four base pair mismatch sequences was capable of detecting without the use of labels, and the data is shown in Fig. 14(b), the signal was linear response to the target DNA concentration and also, lower target concentration gives larger response.

3.5. Multianalyte sensing

More recent efforts have been focused on constructing individual etalons that are responsive to multiple stimuli. In a

![Fig. 16](Peak shifts for etalons composed of TPL-modified microgels; (left) their response to UV light; (middle) their response to pH; and (right) their response to GAS. Reprinted with permission from ref. 89, Copyright 2014, WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.)

![Fig. 17](Poly(N-isopropylacrylamide-co-acrylic acid) (pNIPAm-co-AAc) microgel-based free-standing etalons that exhibit optical properties similar to substrate bound devices. Reprinted with permission from ref. 90, Copyright 2014, Royal Society of Chemistry.)
recent example, our group constructed etalons from microgels that were modified with triphenylmethane leucohydroxide (TPL), the structure and various responses are shown schematically in Fig. 15. TPL is a small molecule that is capable of changing chemistry in response to UV and visible light, pH, temperature and diethylcyanophosphate (GAS, a mimic of the toxic compound tabun). Hence, TPL’s incorporation into microgels renders them, and etalons constructed from them, responsive to all the indicated stimuli.

The data for the etalons responding to multiple stimuli are shown in Fig. 16. When UV light was exposed to the devices, the peaks in the reflectance spectrum red shifted due to TPL ionization, which yields Coulombic repulsion (and osmotic effects) in the polymer network and hence swelling. The device optical properties return to the original state when the etalons were stored in the dark. The devices also respond to solution pH changes by becoming ionized/neutralized over the pH range of 2–8. The devices also show a response to the presence of GAS – when the microgels are in the presence of tabun, they are ionized. Finally, laser light can be used to stimulate the TPL, which absorbs at 633 nm. When the molecule relaxes it releases heat, which can raise the local temperature in the device, leading to microgel collapse and a blue shift in the device’s reflectance spectrum.

4. Future

While we have shown that microgel-based etalons can be fabricated on various planar substrates, there are some substrates that are difficult to coat with etalons, e.g., curved surfaces, rods, and tubes. Furthermore, for our sensing and monitoring efforts, it is advantageous to fabricate devices that can be adhered to skin. To achieve this, it would be beneficial to fabricate microgel-based etalons on planar substrates, followed by their desorption. The desorbed etalon can then be adhered to any other substrate as needed. To demonstrate that this is possible, we fabricated free-standing pNIPAm-co-AAc microgel-based etalons that exhibit high quality optical properties, which are capable of being transferred to multiple substrates, as shown in Fig. 17. The desorbed etalons exhibit similar optical properties to the substrate adhered etalons, and retain their pH and temperature responsivity. This free-standing optical device will open new applications for sensing in environments that cannot tolerate the planar etalon geometry. The skin-adhered devices can also be used for real-time monitoring of human/animal health.

Future sensing platforms from our group will also exploit the function of polymer-based muscles we have developed. The structure and function of the devices is shown in Fig. 18. Like the etalons, the devices are constructed by adding a monolayer of negatively charged microgels onto a Au-coated substrate (in this case plastic). A solution of a cationic polyelectrolyte, poly(diallyldimethyl ammonium chloride) (pDADMAC) was subsequently added onto the microgel layer and allowed to dry (at low humidity). The layer depositions are done with solutions that have pHs that promote strong electrostatic interactions between the negatively charged microgels and the positively charged pDADMAC. Therefore, when the pDADMAC layer dries and contracts, the plastic bends. Subsequently, if the environmental humidity is increased, the pDADMAC layer rehydrates,
and the device unbends, as shown in Fig. 18(b) and (c). This bending/unbending mechanism is completely reversible over many cycles. We further showed that the devices can be used to lift weights and are “pound-for-pound” stronger than human arms.

In a follow up investigation, we showed that this behavior could be used to sense atmospheric humidity. That is, by hanging weights from the polymer-based muscles, and allowing the weights to contact a balance pan, the mass felt by the balance could be correlated to atmospheric humidity, as shown in Fig. 19. This polymer-based muscle motif will be used for future sensing applications.

5. Conclusion

The versatility of pNIPAm microgel syntheses allows microgels with a variety of responsivities to be generated. Since our discovery of microgel-based etalons, optical devices, which exhibit optical properties that depend on multiple stimuli could be generated. As we have shown, these optical devices have found numerous sensing applications. Specifically, we demonstrated that etalons could be constructed that respond to temperature, pH, light, electric field, glucose, protein and DNA. This technology is extremely easy to work with, and the devices are simple to fabricate. Furthermore, the technology is inexpensive – a typical device that can be used for pH sensing cost pennies, and are reusable. Therefore, this optical device has great potential for future applications.
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